Introduction {#s1}
============

As animals rely on limited energy resources, they require regulatory mechanisms to decide how to best invest available energy and biomaterial. Some of the most extreme changes of energy expenditure are observed in so-called semelparous animals that reproduce only once and typically die afterwards. In both vertebrate and invertebrate representatives of semelparous animals, the switch to the reproductive state is accompanied by a massive breakdown of somatic tissue, in favor of forming and nourishing germ cells: migrating salmon break down about 50% of their white muscle mass while their gonad mass multiplies around six-fold during maturation ([@bib56]). Likewise, female squids exhibit almost complete histolysis of mantle muscle ([@bib46]), and in mature female squids up to \~60% of the total body mass at spawning consists of eggs ([@bib62]). Similarly, in the marine annelid worm *Nereis virens*, oocytes represent up to about 40% of the body mass of the spawning adult ([@bib41]).

Insight into the molecules regulating these extreme shifts of energy expenditure has remained limited ([@bib10]; [@bib56]; [@bib45]). This can largely be attributed to the lack of an appropriate laboratory model system amenable to molecular research. In this study, we explore the marine annelid *Platynereis dumerilii*, a semelparous animal that can easily be reared in the laboratory ([@bib32]; [@bib18]) and has been established as a molecular model system over the last decade (reviewed in [@bib79]). A series of studies show that *Platynereis* has retained various ancient-type characteristics ([@bib2]; [@bib61]; [@bib13]; [@bib70]; [@bib49]; [@bib12]), compatible with the notion that the hormones present in this species are also more broadly comparable with other clades.

In *Platynereis*, the critical switch to the reproductive life stage has been linked to a hormonal activity released by the medial brain. This brain hormonal activity -- also termed nereidin -- was found to repress sexual maturation and to promote growth of the trunk and posterior regeneration ([Figure 1A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}): Decerebration of *Platynereis* leads to an accelerated sexual maturation and to the loss of regenerative abilities, whereas re-implantation of a juvenile head with neuroendocrine activity is able to reverse these effects ([@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib36], [@bib37]). In the related species *Nereis diversicolor*, it could be shown that implantation of ganglia from immature animals into the coelomic cavity of maturing animals, reversed the effects of the decreasing nereidin concentration. In particular, germ cells were resorbed and the ability to regenerate lost segments was re-established ([@bib25]). These findings highlight the exceptional importance of neuroendocrine signals in semelparous reproduction and suggest that the underlying molecular mechanisms are conserved across different annelids ([@bib34], [@bib35]; [@bib26], [@bib27]; [@bib16]; [@bib43]; [@bib10]; [@bib28]; [@bib25]).10.7554/eLife.17126.003Figure 1.*Vitellogenin* expression in eleocytes is a quantitative measure for the maturation stage of *Platynereis*, allowing for the establishment of a bioassay to purify the enigmatic brain hormone, nereidin.(**A**) Scheme summarising the critical role of the brain hormone nereidin in energy expenditure, as derived from classical experiments: Before maturation (left), high nereidin levels sustain somatic growth, but repress reproduction; drops in nereidin activity levels initiate the generation of germ cells and sexual maturation (right). (**B**) Eleocytes in the worm's coelom have a central role in reproductive commitment, as they synthesise the yolk protein precursor Vitellogenin (Vtg); after release into the coelomic fluid, Vtg is endocytosed by the developing oocytes, leading to oocyte growth. (**C**) Expression levels of *vtg* in eleocytes are significantly up-regulated during maturation, confirming *vtg* as a suitable molecular marker to quantify maturation state. qRT-PCR quantification of *vtg* levels in eleocytes sampled at different stages of sexual maturation (as assessed by oocyte diameter). The increase in *vtg* transcripts from premature eleocytes (oocyte diameter: 50 and 60 µm) to those from mature eleocytes (oocytes diameter: 170 µm) is evident; expression levels were calculated against the arithmetic mean of the reference genes *cdc5* and *rps9*, and normalised to the expression of *vtg* in eleocytes from animals with an oocyte diameter of 50 µm. Statistical significance was tested an one-way ANOVA. \*\*\*p\<0.001. n: number of biological replicates. (**D**) Resulting bioassay for the purification of nereidin from head extracts: primary cell cultures were derived from coelomic cells of premature animals; *vtg* levels were quantified after overnight incubation with different fractions of head extract to determine those fractions containing significant inhibitory activity (nereidin). Data for panel (**C**) provided in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.003](10.7554/eLife.17126.003)10.7554/eLife.17126.004Figure 1---source data 1.Data for the graphs in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 1---figure supplement 2A](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 1---figure supplement 2B](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"} (*vtg* expression levels over the time course of maturation).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.004](10.7554/eLife.17126.004)10.7554/eLife.17126.005Figure 1---source data 2.Alignment file for the phylogenetic tree of Vitellogenins ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1B](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.005](10.7554/eLife.17126.005)10.7554/eLife.17126.006Figure 1---figure supplement 1.Identification of a *Platynereis* Vitellogenin orthologue.(**A**) Domain analysis for the protein encoded by the identified *Platynereis* cDNA (top) as well as chicken Vtg2 (middle) and mosquito Vit1 (bottom) reveals that *Platynereis* Vtg shares three conserved domains with other bilaterian Vitellogenins that are arranged in the same order: a Lipoprotein N-terminal Domain (LPD-N, SMART accession SM000638, blue), a DUF1943 domain (DUF, SMART accession SM001169, green), and a van Willebrand factor D domain (VW, SMART accession SM000216, red). (**B**) Molecular phylogenetic analysis supports the orthology of *Platynereis* Vtg with representatives of other invertebrate and vertebrate Vitellogenins. Maximum likelihood tree constructed with IQtree 1.3.12 ([@bib54]; [@bib58]), using apolipophorins as an outgroup. By parameter optimisation, the LG+F+I+G4 substitution model was selected. Numbers at each node show confidence levels derived from 1000 replicates. Sequences accessions: *Gallus* Vtg2: NP_001026447.1; *Xenopus* VtgA2: P18709.1; *Apis* Vit1: Q868N5.1; *Aedes* Vit1: Q16927.2; *Capitella* Vtg: ELU00944.1; *Haliotis* Vtg: BAF98238.1; *Platynereis* Vtg: KU756287 (this study); *Pecten* Vtg: CAQ06469.2; *Crassotrea* Vtg: EKC30345.1; *Xenopus* ApoB: XP_002934538.2; *Gallus* ApoB: NP_001038098.1; *Crassotrea* ApoLp: EKC20363.1; *Drosophila* ApoLp: Q7KTG2; *Aedes* ApoLp: Q17BE3. Alignment file for panel (**B**) provided as [Figure 1---source data 2](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.006](10.7554/eLife.17126.006)10.7554/eLife.17126.007Figure 1---figure supplement 2.Irrespective of the chosen reference gene, *vitellogenin* is regulated over the course of maturation.The figure shows the same data as [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, but with the results for the individual reference genes plotted separately. In the range relevant for the bioassay (early premature stage), the observed relative expression of *vitellogenin (vtg)* in eleocytes is independent of the reference gene used for normalisation; differences in levels close to spawning are likely caused by the divergent role of *rps9* and *cdc5* in protein translation and the cell cycle, respectively. (**A**) *rps9* used as reference gene for normalisation. The *vtg* expression levels relative to the expression in eleocytes from animals with an oocyte diameter of 50 µm were 6.20, 159.81 and 453.86 for eleocytes from animals with oocyte diameters of 60, 100 and 170 µm, respectively. (**B**) *cdc5* used as reference gene for normalisation. The *vtg* expression levels relative to the expression in eleocytes from animals with an oocyte diameter of 50 µm were 6.36, 212.01 and 225.80 for eleocytes from animals with oocyte diameters of 60, 100 and 170 µm, respectively. Statistical test as in [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001. Data for panels (**A**) and (**B**) provided in [Figure 1---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.007](10.7554/eLife.17126.007)

Although nereidin activity was recognised as a critical cue more than 60 years ago, the molecular identity of nereidin still remains elusive. However, the results of classical experiments allow for several hypotheses concerning the function and molecular properties of this key brain hormone: (i) When present, nereidin interferes with a critical step required for the animals to enter the cost-intensive process of maturation. (ii) The effective hormone concentration decreases from young animals to mature animals, such that the drop in nereidin concentration allows maturation to proceed ([@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib37]; [@bib28]). (iii) As Nereidin-like activities have been identified in various annelids, this suggests that these substances could be chemically related.

Histological analyses of the proposed biosynthetically active brain region ([@bib57]; [@bib43]) were compatible with a fourth hypothesis, namely that nereidin is a neuropeptide. Based on this hypothesis, large-scale purifications have been performed from head extracts of *N. diversicolor* and *Perinereis cultrifera* ([@bib10]). These finally resulted in the identification of a hexapeptide (PPGPPG). However, this peptide did not display biological activity ([@bib17]).

In this study, we take advantage of a newly developed, quantitative cell culture-based bioassay that measures transcript levels of the main *Platynereis* yolk precursor Vitellogenin (Vtg). Using this assay, we demonstrate that nereidin activity is not sensitive to proteinase treatment, challenging the long-standing hypothesis that nereidin is a peptide. Instead, we correlate nereidin activity with methylfarnesoate (MF), a substance belonging to the hormone class of sesquiterpenoids that has so far been assumed to be restricted to arthropods. We demonstrate that the concentration of MF drops in the course of maturation -- as predicted from classical nereidin activity assays -- and that eleocytes express the orthologue of a sesquiterpenoid receptor. This, together with our finding that MF exerts its action on *vitellogenin* production not only in cell culture, but also *in vivo*, establishes MF as a brain hormone orchestrating a critical metabolic switch in *P. dumerilii*. We finally show that insecticides targeting the sesquiterpenoid pathway interfere with *Platynereis* vitellogenesis, revealing a profound impact of insect growth regulators on a presumed non-target organism that serves as a key marine reference species.

Results {#s2}
=======

A fast and sensitive assay to assess maturation in *Platynereis* {#s2-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------

One of the major challenges faced by previous attempts to identify the brain hormone activity was the absence of a fast and sensitive bioassay to measure the inhibitory effect of nereidin on sexual maturation. Fractionated head extracts could be shown to interfere with the transition of cultured spermatogonia to spermatozoa ([@bib11]; [@bib16]; [@bib10]). However, the respective assay required more than a week of culturing and substantial input material (thousands of sampled heads). Using this qualitative assay, and systematic fractionating of head extracts, the brain hormone activity could be associated with a small (M~R~ ≤ 2.000), lipophilic molecule ([@bib11]; [@bib16]; [@bib10]).

In order to establish a sensitive read-out for *Platynereis* maturation, we decided to focus on the yolk protein precursor Vtg. Yolk production underlies the significant increase in oocyte diameter observed in nereidids during maturation ([@bib23]; [@bib19]). Yolk protein is derived by endocytotic uptake of Vtg into the oocyte ([@bib20]), where it accounts for more than 40% of protein ([@bib21]), reflecting its central role as reproductive investment. Vtg is synthesised in coelomic cells called eleocytes ([Figure 1B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) that are present in large numbers ([@bib4]; [@bib42]). Eleocytes and oocytes are freely floating in the coelomic cavity and can therefore easily be isolated and taken into primary (co)-culture, making them an excellent experimental model system to assess and monitor maturation in *Platynereis* and other nereidids, and to investigate the concomitant metabolic changes associated with this process.

Based on the central role of eleocytes and Vtg for oocyte growth, we hypothesised that the expression level of *vtg* in eleocytes might be a suitable molecular read-out for maturation. As a first step, we identified a *Platynereis vtg* candidate in eleocyte transcriptome data (Sven Schenk, Fritz Sedlazeck, Florian Raible, unpublished). Domain analyses and molecular phylogeny indicate that the protein encoded by this gene is an orthologue of Vtg identified in other animals (insects, molluscs, amphibians and birds; [Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Next, we designed qRT-PCR primers to test if *vtg* transcript levels in *P. dumerilii* eleocytes increased over female maturation, as suggested by the increase of Vtg protein secretion in *P. cultrifera* ([@bib3]). Indeed, we found a strong correlation between *vtg*-transcript abundance in eleocytes and the maturation state of the animal (as assessed by oocyte diameter, [Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that *vtg* transcript levels could be used for a quantitative maturation assay. Given the central metabolic role of eleocytes in the reproductive switch, we further hypothesised that nereidin acts directly on eleocytes to regulate *vtg* production. We therefore designed a bioassay that takes coelomic cells into primary cell culture. After adding fractions of our purification scheme to small aliquots of this culture, and incubating these overnight, we extracted RNA from the cells and analysed them by qRT-PCR to determine the levels of *vtg* ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Methylfarnesoate is the active component of the brain hormone and acts at physiological concentrations {#s2-2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After establishing this bioassay, we used it to chemically isolate the brain hormone-activity of *Platynereis*. Similar to the method of [@bib11], a methanolic extract was prepared from 50 heads of premature animals, i.e. animals becoming sexually distinct, but before the irreversible onset of maturation. After solvent evaporation, the material was reconstituted in an aqueous phase and further fractionated via phenyl-solid phase extraction (SPE, [Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistent with previous characterisations of nereidin, the 50% methanol eluate of this column showed clear activity ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) when added to coelomocytes in vitro.10.7554/eLife.17126.008Figure 2.Methylfarnesoate, not protein, constitutes the main nereidin/brain hormone activity.(**A**--**C**) Nereidin activity elutes in lipophilic fractions of head extracts but is not proteinaceous as previously hypothesised. (**A**) Schematised fractionation of premature *Platynereis* head extracts, expected to recover the described nereidin activity in the methanolic eluate of SPE. (**B**) Relative coelomocyte *vtg* levels after overnight incubation with flowthrough or eluate of (a), normalised against control samples. (**C**) Insensitivity of nereidin activity against proteinase and heat treatment. Experiment as in (b), with pretreatment of eluate by proteinase K ('ProtK') and/or subsequent heat treatment (5', 95°C; 'Heat'). Results indicate that the repressive effect of nereidin on eleocyte *vtg* levels is neither sensitive to proteinase nor heat. (**D**--**G**) Identification of methylfarnesoate as a major component of nereidin. (**D**) Further fractioning of the brain hormone activity (eluate from b) by C18-reverse phase column chromatography. Absorption of eluent at 280 nm (red line) and 215 nm (black line) during application of acetonitrile gradient (dashed line, right ordinate). Peak 15 (marked red), containing the nereidin activity, elutes at a retention time of 20.5 min. (**E**) Peak 15, containing methylfarnesoate (MF), significantly suppresses *vtg* levels in the coelomocyte bioassay when compared to the controls. (**F**) Authentic MF recapitulates the observed effect at physiological concentration ranges; relative *vtg* levels in coelomocytes treated with 0.1 nM -- 1000 nM MF in 0.01% DMSO, normalised to the control group of DMSO-treated cells. (**G**) Specificity of the repressive effect caused by MF; comparison of coelomocyte *vtg* levels after incubation in 10 nM MF, palmitic acid (PA) or retinoic acid (RA). Graphs in (**B**,**C**,**E**,**F**,**G**) show qRT-PCR quantification of *vtg* levels after overnight (20 hr) treatment of primary coelomocyte cultures. Expressions values were calculated with respect to the reference gene *rps9*, and normalised to the levels of controls (untreated cells). Boxplots show the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), and the mean (dashed line). Whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Statistical significance was tested by a one-sided t-test of the treatment group against the control, or, in case of multiple comparisons, first with an ANOVA, followed by a one-sided t-test with adjustment of the p-values for multiple testing to assess differences between the different groups. \*p\<0.05. \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001. n: number of biological replicates. Raw data for panels **B**,**C**,**E**,**F**,**G** provided in [Figure 2---source data 1](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.008](10.7554/eLife.17126.008)10.7554/eLife.17126.009Figure 2---source data 1.Data for [Figure 2B,C,E,F,G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} (*vtg* expression levels normalised to the respective control treatment) and [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"} (stability of Ct values for rps9).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.009](10.7554/eLife.17126.009)10.7554/eLife.17126.010Figure 2---figure supplement 1.Identification of MF as the principal component in peak 15.(**A**,**B**) The panels shows the selected ion currents (SIC) in the range of m/z 251.0--251.5 (top panels) and the selected MS^2^-spectrum of the precursor ion at m/z 251.1 (lower panels). (**A**) Peak 15. Note the single peak eluting at a retention time of 15.0 min in the upper panel, and the fragment pattern of the main peak. The fragment spectrum is characterised by the three major fragments at m/z 251.1 (parent ion), 196.1 and 178.1, with peak ratios of 0.13:1.00:0.41, respectively. (**B**) Authentic MF. Only one major fraction is eluting from the column with a retention time of 15.1 min (upper panel). The derived MS2-spectrum again shows the characteristic ions at m/z 251.1, 196.1 and 178.1. with peak ratios of 0.11:1.00:0.44, respectively. (**C**) Structure of the observed ions at m/z 251.1, 196.1 and 178.1, and the neutral loss occurring during fragmentation.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.010](10.7554/eLife.17126.010)10.7554/eLife.17126.011Figure 2---figure supplement 2.Stability of the reference gene *rps9* in coelomocyte culture.C~t~ values for *rps9* were normalised to the mean of each experimental series. The box shows the first and third quartile and the median (solid line). Whiskers denote the 1.5x fold range of the interquartile range. Blue dots denote the 12 outliers (out of 292 data points). The minimum value is 0.876, the maximum 1.134. The mean is at 1.000 and the median at 0.999, the standard deviation is 0.032. The inter-quartile range (50% of data) lies between 0.981 and 1.017. Grubb\`s test for outliers called the minimal and maximal values as statistically significant outliers. Data provided in [Figure 2---source data 1](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.011](10.7554/eLife.17126.011)

As outlined, it has long been speculated that nereidin is a peptide. This assumption was mainly based on the results of partial characterisation ([@bib17]), as well as histological observations, by which the brain regions producing nereidin were shown to contain highly active secretory cells ([@bib57]; [@bib43]). To assess whether the recovered nereidin activity was of proteinaceous nature, we treated the obtained eluate with proteinase K, and tested if this affected the ability of the eluate to repress *vtg* levels in cell culture. Our results demonstrate that nereidin is insensitive to proteinase K-treatment, thus strongly arguing against the notion that it is a neuropeptide hormone ([Figure 2C](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

To further characterise the recovered eluate, 250 premature worm heads were extracted and fractionated on a Phenyl-SPE-column. The recovered active fraction was then further fractionated by HPLC on a C18-column ([Figure 2D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A total of 16 fractions eluting from the column were collected and tested in the cell culture-based bioassay for their impact on *vtg* transcript levels. One peak (peak 15) could be identified that robustly and significantly reduced *vtg* transcripts in two independent experiments and showed a reasonable chromatographic purity ([Figure 2D,E](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Analysis of peak 15 by LC-MS/MS clearly demonstrated the presence of the sesquiterpenoid methylfarnesoate (MF), when compared to an authentic standard run under the same conditions ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}).

To test if MF was indeed the active compound in peak 15, we tested the effect of authentic MF on *vtg* transcript levels in the established cell culture assay. The results showed a clear down-regulation of *vtg* transcript levels ([Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Strongest effects were observed in the range between 1 and 100 nM MF, in agreement with physiological concentrations expected for a hormone. To ascertain the specificity of MF in down regulation of *vtg* transcripts in vitro, coelomic cells were also challenged with structurally related compounds such as palmitic acid (PA) and all-*trans*-retinoic acid (RA). As evident from [Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, neither of these molecules showed a significant effect on vitellogenesis, thus establishing the specificity of MF on the observed reduction of *vtg* transcript levels.

MF concentration drops in the course of maturation {#s2-3}
--------------------------------------------------

Based on the classical brain transplantation experiments, it was hypothesised that nereidin is present at high levels in young animals, whereas its concentration declines during maturation ([@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib36]; [@bib16]; [@bib28]). To test whether MF levels decrease over the course of maturation, we next set up a gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS)-based quantification assay.

Our extraction method followed the method described by [@bib75], where a methanolic extract is used in combination with a phase partition against an organic solvent to simultaneously denature degrading enzymes and to extract MF. However, as we used heads to extract MF rather than haemolymph, we used in a first step 80% methanol (as in our initial extraction protocol, see above) followed by liquid-liquid extraction into heptane, instead of directly diluting the sample with the methanolic-organic extraction solution ([@bib75]). The extraction efficiency of our method was determined to be \>85%. With an estimated limit of detection of \~2.5 pg MF and a limit of quantification of \~15 pg MF, our assay is comparable to those used by other authors for the identification of MF and related compounds ([@bib75]; [@bib69]).

This assay allowed us to unequivocally identify MF in *Platynereis* heads ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}) and to quantify the amount of MF by injecting 2.5 head equivalents into the GC-MS. Measuring MF levels present in heads of different developmental stages showed differences in MF content ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Heads of premature animals were determined to possess \~5510 ± 660 pg MF/mg protein (mean±standard error of the mean), whereas concentrations in the heads of mature animals were found to be significantly lower (\~2870 ± 495 pg MF/mg protein). Calculated per head, the MF content is equivalent to \~34.6 ± 8.0 pg/head for premature heads and \~15.4 ± 2.5 pg/head for mature animals ([Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"}). Our results are therefore in agreement with the proposed decline of brain hormone concentrations during maturation.10.7554/eLife.17126.012Figure 3.Levels of MF as well as the sesquiterpenoid receptor orthologue Met drop over the course of maturation.(**A**) Significant decrease of MF levels between premature and mature heads; boxplots show amounts of MF normalised to the total protein content of the respective head sample. Heads of premature animals contain \~5510 ± 660 (S.E.M) pg MF per mg protein, whereas heads from mature animals contain \~2870 ± 495 pg MF per mg protein, thus roughly 50% of the amount found in heads of premature animals. Amounts are corrected for a MF recovery rate of 85%. The boxes show the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), and the mean (dashed line). Whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Significance was tested with a one-sided t-test, \*\*p\<0.01. n: number of biological replicates. (**B**--**D**) *Platynereis* possesses an orthologue of arthropod sesquiterpenoid receptors that shows co-regulation with MF titres. (**B**) Maximum Likelihood tree supporting the identity of *Platynereis* Met as orthologue of the validated arthropod sesquiterpenoid receptors Methoprene-tolerant (Met) and Germ cells expressed (Gce). Phylogeny reconstructed with IQ-TREE 1.3.12 ([@bib54]; [@bib58]). By parameter optimisation, the LG+F+I+G4 substitution model was selected. Numbers refer to confidence levels (in %) of major nodes derived from 1000 replicates. Accessions: *Drosophila* Met: NP_511126.2; *Drosophila* Gce: NP_511160.2; *Aedes* Met: AAW82472.1; *Nasonia* Met: XP_001606775.2; *Apis* Met: XP_395005.4; *Tribolium* Met: NP_001092812.1; *Daphnia pulex* Met: BAM83853.1; *Daphnia magna* Met: BAM83855.1; *Platynereis* Met: KU756288 (this study); *Lottia* Met: XP_009046608.1, *Lymnaea* Met: FX197139.1. *Drosophila* Clock: NP_523964.2; *Nasonia* Clock: XP_008214438.1; *Apis* Clock: XP_394233.1; *Aedes* Clock: XP_001662706.1; *Tribolium* Clock: NP_001106937.1; *Daphnia* Clock: EFX7997.1; *Platynereis* Clock: AGX93013.1; *Aplysia* Clock: XP_005112430.1. (**C**) Eleocyte *met* levels drop by \~39% in the course of maturation. qRT-PCR analysis of *met* transcript levels in eleocytes sampled from premature and mature animals. Relative *met* levels were calculated with respect to the arithmetical mean of the reference genes *sams* and *cim6pr,* and normalised to the level of the premature sample. (**D**) Eleocyte *met* levels are increased by the addition of MF. Similar analysis as in (**C**), indicating that *met* levels in MF-treated cultured eleocytes (right) are \~30% higher than in untreated controls (left). Relative *met* levels were calculated with respect to the reference gene *rps9*, and normalised to the level of the control sample. Boxplots (**C**,**D**) show the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), and the mean (dashed line). Whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Statistical significance in (**B**,**C**) was determined by a two-sided t-test.\*: p\<0.05. \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001. n: number of biological replicates. Raw data for panels **A**,**C**,**D** provided in [Figure 3---source data 1](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Alignment for panel B provided as [Figure 3---source data 2](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.012](10.7554/eLife.17126.012)10.7554/eLife.17126.013Figure 3---source data 1.Data for the graphs in [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (MF content in pg normalised to mg protein per head), [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (*met* expression levels normalised to premature eleocytes) and [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} (*met* expression levels normalised to the control treatment); data for the graphs in [Figure 3---figure supplement 2](#fig3s2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 3](#fig3s3){ref-type="fig"} (MF content in pg per head), [Figure 3---figure supplement 4A](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 4B](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"}(*met* expression levels quantified against individual reference genes).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.013](10.7554/eLife.17126.013)10.7554/eLife.17126.014Figure 3---source data 2.Alignment file for the phylogenetic tree of Met homologs ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.014](10.7554/eLife.17126.014)10.7554/eLife.17126.015Figure 3---figure supplement 1.Quantification of MF in the heads of *Platynereis* by GC-MS.Representative Selected Ion Mode (SIM) chromatograms from premature *Platynereis* heads and authentic MF (upper panel). The lower panel shows the selected ions at m/z 114.0, 136.0 and 219.0. (**A**) SIM chromatogram of 2.5 premature *Platynereis* heads, the peak with a retention time of 9.09 min represents MF as evident from the selected ion mass spectrum (lower panel). The ions at m/z 114.0, 136.0 and 219.0 show peak ratios of 1.00:0.46:0.19, respectively. (**B**) SIM chromatogram of authentic MF eluting 9.09 min. Peaks eluting after 10 min are due to plasticisers. The base line jump at 10 min is due to a change in SIM ions from m/z 114.0, 136.6 and 219.0 to ions at m/z 191.0, 235.0 and 278.0 for the detection of methoprene (not shown). The ions at m/z 114.0, 136.0 and 219.0 have peak ratios of 1.00:0.34:0.17, respectively (lower panel). (**C**) Structures of MF and the monitored SIM ions.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.015](10.7554/eLife.17126.015)10.7554/eLife.17126.016Figure 3---figure supplement 2.The levels of MF per head drop over the course of maturation.Significant decrease of MF levels between premature and mature heads; the boxplot shows the quantified amounts of MF normalised per head. Heads of premature animals contain on average \~ 34.6 ± 8.0 (S.E.M) pg MF per head, whereas heads from mature animals contain \~15.4 ± 2.5 pg MF per head, thus roughly 46% of the amount found in heads of premature animals. The amounts are corrected for a MF recovery rate of 85%. The box shows the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), and the mean (dashed line). The whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Significance was tested with a one-sided t-test, \*p\<0.05. n: number of biological replicates. Raw data provided in [Figure 3---source data 1](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.016](10.7554/eLife.17126.016)10.7554/eLife.17126.017Figure 3---figure supplement 3.Methylfarnesoate is found in the heads of earthworms.The head of earthworms contain on average \~ 5.3 ± 1.9 (S.E.M) pg MF per head. The data range is between \~2.1 and \~9.8 pg MF per head. The amounts are corrected for a MF recovery rate of 85%. The box shows the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), and the mean (dashed line). The whiskers denote the data range. n: number of biological replicates. Raw data provided in [Figure 3---source data 1](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.017](10.7554/eLife.17126.017)10.7554/eLife.17126.018Figure 3---figure supplement 4.The choice of reference genes does not impact on the observed down-regulation of *met*.The figure shows the same data as [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, but with the results for the individual reference genes plotted separately. The observed relative expression of *met* in eleocytes is independent of the reference gene used for normalisation (*sams* or *cim6pr*), (**A**) With *sams* used for normalisation, the expression levels of *met* in eleocytes from mature animals are \~30% lower than in the eleocytes from premature animals. (**B**) With *cim6pr* used for normalisation, the expression levels of *met* in eleocytes from mature animals are \~45% lower than in the eleocytes from premature animals. Boxes show the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), mean (dashed line) and the whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Statistical tests as in [Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. \*\*\*p\<0.001, \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001. Raw data provided in [Figure 3---source data 1](#SD4-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.018](10.7554/eLife.17126.018)

In summary, the results of our bioassay and purification scheme demonstrate that the brain hormone-activity present in the heads of *P. dumerilii* is not a peptide. Instead, we clearly identify MF as the major molecule in *Platynereis* heads that is able to suppress transcription of *vtg* in coelomocyte cultures, when added at physiological concentrations. Furthermore, MF concentration drops in the transition from the premature animal to a mature stage, in agreement with classical predictions on the regulation of nereidin.

*Platynereis* eleocytes possess an orthologue of validated arthropod sesquiterpenoid hormone receptors {#s2-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The occurrence of MF in the annelid *Platynereis* is counterintuitive, because sesquiterpenoid hormones have commonly been proposed to be restricted to arthropods, possibly as a secondary consequence of the reduction of a parallel biosynthetic pathway leading to the formation of sterols in this animal group ([@bib6]; [@bib47]). To determine whether the *Platynereis* MF system originated independently, or relies on common descent with arthropod sesquiterpenoid signalling systems, we investigated if *Platynereis* also possesses an orthologue of arthropod sesquiterpenoid receptors. Based on genetic screens in *Drosophila,* and subsequent biochemical and bioinformatics studies, homologues of the bHLH-PAS-domain-containing transcription factor Methoprene-tolerant (Met) have been identified as functional arthropod sesquiterpenoid receptors ([@bib55]; [@bib47]).

In transcriptome data available from *Platynereis* eleocytes, we identified a transcript encoding a full-length bHLH-PAS-domain-containing transcription factor that showed strong similarity to insect Methoprene-tolerant receptors. Molecular phylogeny revealed this protein to be a clear orthologue of the insect Methoprene-tolerant and germ cell expressed (Gce) receptors, as well as the functionally confirmed Met receptors from the crustacean *Daphnia*. We therefore named the corresponding *Platynereis* gene *methoprene-tolerant (met)*. The phylogenetic analysis also revealed Met orthologues in the molluscs *Lottia gigantea* and *Lymnaea stagnalis* ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Using qRT-PCR analysis, we could confirm the expression of *Platynereis met* in eleocytes. Furthermore, these analyses revealed that the expression level of this gene dropped significantly during maturation, reaching only \~ 61% of the level observed in cells from premature animals ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 3---figure supplement 4](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"}). This parallels the observed decline in MF concentration in the head measured by GC-MS ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, treatment of cultured premature eleocytes with 10 nM MF induced the expression of Platynereis met, resulting in a 30% up-regulation ([Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these data confirm the expression of met in eleocytes by an independent method and are also consistent with a positive autoregulation of this putative receptor by MF.

Methylfarnesoate exerts a dominant repressive effect on vitellogenesis *in vivo*, and worms are susceptible to insecticides targeting the pathway {#s2-5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*In vivo*, eleocytes are freely floating in the coelomic cavity, compatible with the notion that they are accessible to hormonal factors like MF. However, coelomic fluid also represents a major metabolic compartment, where nutrients and metabolites are exchanged ([@bib22]; [@bib4]; [@bib19]; [@bib40]; [@bib41]). This raises the possibility that other factors in the coelomic fluid could modulate or even block the effect of MF that we observe in isolated cell culture and prompted us to investigate the effect of MF on eleocytes in their natural context.

To reliably compare different animals, we used a classical decapitation paradigm. Decapitation leads to accelerated maturation, and, importantly, synchronisation of maturation across different individuals ([@bib36], [@bib38]). We then quantified the maturation stage of MF-treated and DMSO-treated animals five days after decapitation, taking advantage of our established *vtg* qRT-PCR assay ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.17126.019Figure 4.MF also represses *vtg* expression *in vivo*, and sustains expression of a marker for caudal growth upon posterior amputation.(**A**) Setup of experiment testing the ability of MF to interfere with vitellogenesis *in vivo*. Following decapitation, female individuals are known to start vitellogenesis, reflecting loss of nereidin; treatment with MF tests if the repressive effect of nereidin on *vtg* observed in primary cultures of coelomic cells also occurs in the normal context of these cells. (**B**) qRT-PCR analysis of *vtg* expression in decapitated animals 5 days after decapitation. The animals were either treated with 0.1% DMSO (control) or in 100 nM MF in 0.1% DMSO for five days. Expression levels of *vtg* upon presence of MF are \~70% lower than in treated animals. *vtg* levels were related to the arithmetical mean of the reference genes *rps9* and *sams* and normalised to the *vtg*-expression level of the control. (**C**) MF sustains expression of *hox3*, a marker diagnostic for caudal regeneration. qRT-PCR analysis of *hox3* expression in *Platynereis* fragments 5 days after posterior amputation. Headless worm fragments treated with 100 nM MF in 0.1% DMSO (right) show twice as high levels of *hox3* than headless control fragments (left) only treated with 0.1% DMSO. *Hox3-*expression is relative to that of the arithmetical mean of the reference genes *rps9* and *sams* and normalised to the *hox3*-expression level of the untreated samples. (**B**,**C**) Boxplots show the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), and the mean (dashed line). Whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Statistical significance was tested by a one-sided (**B**) and a two-sided t-test (**C**), respectively. \*p\<0.05. \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001. n: number of biological replicates. Raw data for panels **B**,**C** provided in [Figure 4---source data 1](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.019](10.7554/eLife.17126.019)10.7554/eLife.17126.020Figure 4---source data 1.Data for the graphs in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} (*vtg/hox3* expression levels normalised to the respective control treatment).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.020](10.7554/eLife.17126.020)10.7554/eLife.17126.021Figure 4---figure supplement 1.The choice of reference genes does not impact on the observed down-regulation of *vtg*.The figure shows the same data as [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, but with the results for the individual reference genes plotted separately. The observed relative expression of *vtg* in whole animals treated with either with 0.1% DMSO (control) or 100 nM MF in 0.1% MF (100 nM) is independent of the reference gene used for normalisation (*rps9* or *sams*). (**A**) With *rps9* used for normalisation, the expression levels of *vtg* are \~65% lower in treated animals than in the control group. (**B**) With *sams* used for normalisation, the expression levels of *vtg* are \~75% lower in treated animals than in the control group. Boxes show the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), mean (dashed line) and the whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Statistical tests as in [Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001. Raw data provided in [Figure 4---source data 1](#SD6-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.021](10.7554/eLife.17126.021)

The results of these experiments showed that *vtg* levels were strongly down-regulated in MF-treated worms when compared to a non-treated control group ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This establishes that MF does not only have an effect on isolated coelomocytes, but also exerts a similar effect *in vivo*, in spite of other physiological regulators that might be present in the coelomic fluid. Notably, our data are also reminiscent of classical decerebration and re-transplantation experiments that showed that implanted brains could reverse the accelerated maturation observed after decerebration ([@bib33], [@bib34], [@bib36]; [@bib28]). This implicates MF as a major hormonal cue responsible for the anti-maturation effect of the juvenile brain.

The sesquiterpenoid pathway is a prime target for a large variety of insecticides. After observing the effect of MF on annelid reproduction both *in vivo* and *in vitro*, we tested whether the juvenile hormone analogue methoprene is also capable of influencing vitellogenesis in *Platynereis*. We treated decapitated animals as before and assessed changes in *vtg* levels. In this experimental setup, we did not observe a significant decrease in *vtg* levels. In contrast, applying methoprene to eleocytes in our cell culture assay clearly led to reduced *vtg* levels at a concentration of 10 nM ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). To assess if this effect was specific to methoprene, we also tested the structurally unrelated, yet highly used insecticide pyriproxyfen for its ability to interfere with endogenous *vtg* transcript levels. Indeed, when applying pyriproxyfen at the same concentration (10 nM), we again observed a significant decrease in the abundance of *vtg* transcripts when compared to controls. This indicates a profound effect of presumed insect-specific growth regulators on a non-target species.10.7554/eLife.17126.022Figure 5.*Vitellogenin* expression in worm coelomocytes is suppressed by the hormone agonists methoprene and pyriproxyfen that are considered to act exclusively on insects.Expression levels of *vtg* in coelomocytes are significantly down-regulated by treatment with 10 nM methoprene (Meth) and 10 nM pyriproxyfen (Pyr) in 0.01% DMSO. The graph shows qRT-PCR quantification of vtg levels after over night (20 hr) treatment of primary coelomocyte cultures; expression levels are relative to those of the reference gene *rps9* and are normalised to the *vtg*-expression level of the control (DMSO-treated cells). The Boxplots show the first and third quartile, the median (solid line), and the mean (dashed line). Whiskers denote the 10th and 90th percentile. Statistical significance was tested first by an ANOVA, followed by a two-sided t-test with adjustment of the p-values for multiple testing to assess differences between the different groups. \*p\<0.05. n: number of biological replicates. Raw data provided in [Figure 5---source data 1](#SD7-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.022](10.7554/eLife.17126.022)10.7554/eLife.17126.023Figure 5---source data 1.Data for the graph in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} (*vtg* expression levels normalised to the control treatment).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.023](10.7554/eLife.17126.023)

Methylfarnesoate sustains expression of a marker diagnostic for caudal re-growth {#s2-6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to its central role in suppressing maturation, nereidin has also been classically defined by the ability of transplanted brain pieces to maintain caudal regenerative capacity ([@bib38]; [@bib43]). Both functions have been used interchangeably in nereidin research. However, the lack of molecular candidates for nereidin has prevented the assessment of whether both functions rely on identical molecules, or if they can be separated. In a final set of experiments, we therefore tested if MF had any impact on regeneration of caudal body segments. To minimise inter-individual variations in regenerative capacities ([@bib27]), we followed a similar approach as [@bib37] in which hormone-exposed and control fragments were derived from the same animal. In addition, as in our maturation assays, we aimed to develop a quantitative approach to assess the molecular effect of MF on caudal regeneration. For this, we established a qRT-PCR assay quantifying the expression of the homeobox gene *hox3. Hox3* expression has earlier been demonstrated to be a highly specific early on marker in caudal regeneration ([@bib59]). More specifically, it has recently been linked to ectodermal cells of likely stem cell character (ectoteleoblasts, [@bib24]) involved in the regenerative process. Our results show that the expression of *hox3* is significantly up-regulated (\~2 fold) after 5 days in test fragments treated with 100 nM MF when compared to DMSO-treated control fragments ([Figure 4C](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This finding is consistent with the idea that besides its role in repressing maturation, MF may also contributes to sustaining putative stem cells involved in regeneration.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

Together, our results establish methylfarnesoate as a critical neurohormone suppressing maturation in a key lophotrochozoan reference species. Our data are fully consistent with properties classically attributed to nereidin: in light of the massive amounts of Vitellogenin that are produced by animals committed to reproduction, the ability of MF to suppress *vtg* levels is compatible with a central role of this compound in controlling reproduction-associated energy expenditure, as expected for nereidin. Likewise, our quantifications of MF levels over the course of reproductive development ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) are consistent with the decline in nereidin activity present in transplanted heads of different stages. Although our data clearly argue against the long-held assumption that nereidin is a neuropeptide, they are still consistent with the chemical properties (apparent mass, lipophilic nature) that have been derived from previous purification attempts. Likewise, the data are consistent with the notion that related hormones are present in other annelids (see below).

Our findings not only reveal an overall role of this sesquiterpenoid in governing energy expenditure but also highlight critical mechanistic aspects: (i) We show that eleocytes are direct target cells for MF, indicating a direct cross-talk between the brain and a highly relevant metabolic cell type. (ii) Moreover, the observed effect of MF on *vitellogenin* levels is consistent with a direct function of MF in controlling this key factor for oocyte maturation. (iii) The positive autoregulation of the sesquiterpenoid receptor orthologue Met that we observe is reminiscent of other hormone ligand-receptor systems, such as thyroxin or ecdysone ([@bib71]; [@bib5]). In the biological context of semelparous reproduction, such autoregulation provides an attractive model how graded changes in MF levels can be amplified, contributing to sharpening the response of the target cells to above- vs. below-threshold levels.

Future work on the fine-tuning of MF regulation, and its effect on target cells, will likely yield more detailed insight into the role of MF for eleocyte physiology. Such analyses will extend our understanding of molecular changes in the eleocyte, for instance to cover genes involved in nucleotide metabolism ([@bib41]). Moreover, they will resolve the question if residual levels of MF signalling are required for proper vitellogenesis, or if vitellogenesis only takes place in complete absence of MF. This addresses classical debates about the requirement of nereidin ([@bib37]; [@bib16]; [@bib28]) but is also interesting for cross-comparisons between the annelid system and insects, where sesquiterpenoids do not only define juvenile stages -- similar to *Platynereis* -- but in later life play a -- positive -- role for vitellogenesis itself.

A second phenomenon where the identification of MF provides important mechanistic insight, and opens up new experimental possibilities concerns the question of how regenerative abilities of *Platynereis* and other species are controlled. From a global perspective of organismal energy expenditure, it is plausible that semelparous reproduction (investment in growth of germ cells) and regeneration (investment in re-growth of soma) are anti-correlated, although it remains unclear exactly how this is achieved at the molecular level. Our finding that MF sustains expression of a marker (*hox3*) characteristic for a population of putative stem cells in posterior segment addition ([@bib59]; [@bib24]) is consistent with the idea that MF also plays a role in regenerative control, but in contrast to *vtg* regulation in eleocytes, it is less clear if this effect is direct or caused by other mediating factors. Due to the complexity of regeneration, reliable and quantitative short-term assays for regeneration will need to be established to pursue this question.

The identification of MF in *Platynereis* heads challenges several hypotheses: most directly, it defeats the hypothesis that nereidin is a peptide, a notion that has been propagated in the literature for more than 30 years ([@bib11]; [@bib17]). Furthermore, MF and related sesquiterpenoid hormones have so far only been found in arthropods ([@bib6]; [@bib47]), and their evolution has been hypothesised to be a secondary consequence of the loss of the sterol synthesis pathway in this clade ([@bib78]; [@bib6]). As marine nereidid worms were previously shown to possess a functional sterol synthesis pathway ([@bib76]), and *Platynereis* even has a functional estrogen receptor ([@bib49]), our discovery makes it unlikely that loss of sterol synthesis preceded the evolution of sesquiterpenoid hormones. Rather, it suggests that, like sterols, bioactive sesquiterpenoids, could have been part of the ancient molecular repertoire available in the common ancestor of protostomes, if not even at earlier stages of animal evolution.

Several lines of experimental evidence support this notion: Exogenous MF was found to affect larval development of the annelid *Capitella sp.* ([@bib50]), and annelid extracts displayed biological activity in assays for insect juvenile hormones ([@bib64]). The latter result would suggest that insect juvenile hormones might also be active in the annelid system, but this issue has not yet been addressed experimentally. Moreover, we have detected MF in head extracts of common earthworms (*Lumbricus sp.*, [Figure 3---figure supplement 3](#fig3s3){ref-type="fig"}). Beyond the annelid clade, our identification of Methoprene-tolerant orthologues in the limpet *Lottia* and the pond snail *Lymnaea* indicates that the sesquiterpenoid signalling pathway might even exist in molluscs. As annelids and molluscs are large groups within the lophotrochozoan superphylum ([@bib30]), this implies a potential physiological role for sesquiterpenoids in a broad set of (mostly aquatic) species.

What could such physiological roles be? Semelparity, as it occurs in *Platynereis*, is considered an extreme form of \'capital breeding\', a reproductive strategy where females build up large energy stores in their bodies that are then invested into offspring at particular time points ([@bib15]). Capital breeding strategies allow animals to time their reproduction more precisely and have larger clutches of offspring than could be afforded by daily nutrient uptake. It likely represents an ancient reproductive strategy that is very common in poikilothermic animals ([@bib8]). Therefore, it is plausible that the role for MF uncovered in the marine annelid *Platynereis* could reflect a more general role of sesquiterpenoids in regulating reproductive energy expenditure. The inhibitory function for maturation we uncover in *Platynereis* is reminiscent of the juvenoid functions of insect juvenile hormones: During pre-adult development, these provide a molecular cue for juvenile status, preventing insects from entering into adulthood, and thereby indirectly preventing reproductive energy expenditure as well. Likewise, MF treatment of larval stages of crustaceans can delay metamorphosis or prevent gonad formation ([@bib9]; [@bib73]).

During adulthood, however, insect and crustacean sesquiterpenoids have distinct functions. In contrast to our results in worms, juvenile hormones commonly act as positive regulators of vitellogenesis in the adult insect fat body, whereas their down-regulation is associated with diapause and longevity ([@bib29]; [@bib77]; [@bib31]). Similarly, MF promotes adult maturation, vitellogenesis and mating behaviour in crustaceans ([@bib51]; [@bib44]; [@bib67]), with a separate function in sex determination ([@bib72]). As *Platynereis* retains certain MF levels even in the mature stage (see above), it will be a suitable model to address additional roles of MF in the life history of an annelid.

Finally, our discovery of a sesquiterpenoid hormone in an annelid is not only relevant to understand hormone evolution but it likely also has significant ecological implications. Reproductive hormones are attractive targets for pesticides. Juvenile hormone analogues like methoprene and later pyriproxyfen have initially been designed to interfere with insect development and are broadly used to fight insect pests such as *Aedes*, a vector for dengue, chikungunya, Zika, and yellow fever viruses (reviewed in [@bib39]). The discovery the sesquiterpenoid MF in crustaceans by [@bib51] already raised concerns if the effect of juvenile hormone analogues is restricted to insect development ([@bib74]; [@bib1]), calling for more specific tests with non-target species. Our results argue that aquatic lophotrochozoans should also be systematically included in specificity tests for compounds targeting sesquiterpenoid signalling pathway, and that such tests should not be restricted to mortality ([@bib39]), but include assays on reproductive fitness. For instance, in our studies, pyriproxyfen impacts on *vtg* levels at concentrations of 10 nM which lies in the range of pyriproxyfen found in surface waters ([@bib68]). In turn, sesquiterpenoid analogues may also be suitable leads in the search for specific compounds targeting pest species outside the arthropod clade or factors to favourably affect the balance between reproductive and somatic growth in aqua- and mariculture.

Taken together, our data argue for a critical role of sesquiterpenoid hormones outside arthropods and indicate that methylfarnesoate is the major constituent of the long-sought brain hormone nereidin, a key factor in regulating maturation in marine capital breeders. The discovery of this hormone in an annelid provides a new entry point to understand hormonal regulation of energy expenditure and sheds new light on the evolution of animal hormone systems.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

Animals {#s4-1}
-------

*Platynereis dumerilii* were kept in a continuous culture at the Marine Facility of the Max F. Perutz Laboratories in Vienna (for details see [@bib32]).

Cell isolation {#s4-2}
--------------

After anaesthetisation of the animals in a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of seawater and 7.5% (w/v) MgCl~2~ in distilled water, the animals were transferred into 500 µL Nereis balanced salt solution (NBSS, see [@bib20]) and the coelomic cavity was opened with fine scissors. The coelomic cells were gently squeezed out, passed through 136, 70 and 30 µm gauze filters to select for eleocytes (\>90% pure as judged by microscopical inspection). Cells were then collected by centrifugation (5 min, 500 ×g, 0°C), and washed once with NBSS. For the isolation of coelomic cells (eleocytes and oocytes), only the first gauze filtration was carried out.

Bioassay {#s4-3}
--------

Coelomic cells were isolated as described above and cultured a total of volume of 50 µL of culture medium without hen egg ultra filtrate ([@bib63]) overnight at 19°C on a rocking platform, in a BSA-coated 96-well microtitre plate. All animals were in the premature stage, with oocyte diameters between 50 and 65 µm, i.e. before the irreversible onset of maturation assumed to be beginning from oocyte diameters of 85 µm onwards ([@bib36]). Test substances were diluted in either 100 mM Na~2~PO~4~, pH 7.5, or in NBSS, and their final volume never exceeded 10% of the total, DMSO concentration was kept to a maximum of 0.01%. Controls received only the vehicle.

After incubation, cells were harvested by centrifugation (5 min, 500 xg, 0°C) and total RNA was isolated with a commercial kit (RNeasy-Kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer's protocol, stored at −80°C and used for qRT-PCR using primers against *Platynereis vitellogenin* (sequences see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) to assess changes in *vitellogenin* transcript abundance. As *vitellogenin* expression is strongly dependent on the maturation stage (see results) and as individual animals can show considerable variations in their physiology ([@bib19]; [@bib40]) the cells of at least two animals were pooled per treatment group. Each assay consisted of three biological replicates and was at least repeated once.10.7554/eLife.17126.024Table 1.List of primers used for qRT-PCR, including predicted melting temperature.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.024](10.7554/eLife.17126.024)NameSequence 5'→3'T~m~ / °CEfficiencyPdu vtg qPCR1 FACAGGCCATCACATTCACAA56.4101%Pdu vtg qPCR1 RTCTGCTCACGTCTCTTTCCA58.4Pdu met qPCR1 FGGATGATTATGATGTATACCTGCAAC62.9102%Pdu met qPCR1 RAGACCGAACTGGCGTTTG56.3Pdu hox3 qPCR1 FCTACCCCTGGATGAGGGAAT60.595%Pdu hox3 qPCR1 RACTTCCGGTTCCTGGTCC58.4Pdu rps9 FCGCCAGAGAGTTGCTGACT59.5102%Pdu rps9 RACTCCAATACGGACCAGACG60.5Pdu sams qPCR1 FCAGCAACGGTGAAATAACCA56.4101%Pdu sams qPCR1 RCATCACTCACTTGATCGCAAA57.5Pdu cim6pr qPCR1 FACTTCCCCTGCTGATGAGTG60.599%Pdu cim6pr qPCR1 RTTCGTAAGTCAGGTTTCCATTG58.4Pdu cdc5 FCCTATTGACATGGACGAAGATG60.1100%Pdu cdc5 RTTCCCTGTGTGTTCGCAAG57.5

qRT-PCR analyses {#s4-4}
----------------

Primers for qPCR were designed using the \'Universal Probe Library\' web page provided by Hoffman-LaRoche (<http://lifescience.roche.com>, see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Available genome information (<http://4dx.embl.de/platy/>) was used to choose primers across exon/intron junctions. Prior to use, all primers were tested for their dynamic range by serial dilutions (10x, 100x, 1000x) of cDNA. These tests also included included a --RT-control (no reverse transcription). All selected primers showed a linear amplification profile in the tested dilution range, and the primer efficiencies were calculated (E = 10^1/slope^× 100, where \"E\" is the primer efficiency and \"slope\" is the calculated slope of the dilution series) to be between 95% and 102% ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}), and amplification from --RT controls was not observed. In these primer tests, amplified products were subcloned and the sequence confirmed by Sanger sequencing as described below.

In all assays, the same RNA amount was used for each group to be compared. Generally, this was 5 ng for the assessment of *vtg*, 150 ng for *met*, and 300 ng for *hox3*.

cDNA for qRT-PCR was synthesised using Qiagen's QuantiTect-Kit and final dilution of the cDNA to 50 µL. Briefly, the desired amount of RNA was diluted to 12 µL with nuclease-free H~2~0, and 2 µL of the Kit\`s gDNA-Whipeout buffer (DNase I) were added. The DNase digest was performed for 6 min at 42°C, following cooling to 0°C, cDNA was then synthesised in a total volume of 20 µL for 15 min at 42°C, the reaction was stopped by heat deactivation of the enzymes (5 min, 95°C); finally, the reaction was centrifuged (1 min, 17.000 ×g), diluted to 50 µL with H~2~O and used for qRT-PCR.

qRT-PCR was performed on a Applied Biosciences StepOne instrument using SybrGreen (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vienna, Austria) as reporter dye. Five microlitres cDNA were measured in a volume of 20 µL, with two technical replicates per sample. After an initial denaturation for 10 min at 95°C, amplification and reading of the reporter dye were carried out at 60°C for 1 min over a total of 40 cycles with a 3 s denaturation step at 95°C at the beginning of each cycle, this was followed by recording a melting curve of the amplified product (60.0--95.0°C in 0.3°C increments) to ascertain only a single amplified product.

Suitable reference genes were chosen based on (i) the stability of their expression values in the respective tissue and (ii) similar C~t~-values for these genes in relation to the target gene. Specifically, the target and the reference gene were aimed to be within a △C~t~ -range of ±5. Generally, two reference genes were used for normalisation, and the target gene was normalised by the 2^--△△Ct^ --method to the arithmetic mean of these two reference genes. For the coelomocyte cultures, as they were extensively used in the context of the brain hormone fractionation, the limited material available for each assay only allowed us to use a single reference gene, *rps9 (ribosomal protein small subunit 9*). However, we tested the stability of *rps9* in coelomocytes against the reference gene *cdc5* (*cell-cycle-dependent serine/threonine protein kinase*) when we first assessed *vtg*-transcript levels in eleocytes of different maturation stages ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Separate quantification against either reference gene produced similar results ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). This is in line with the fact that both of these genes were previously shown to be suitable reference genes ([@bib14]; [@bib80]). Additionally, we also assessed the stability of *rps9* in cell culture by comparing the normalised C~t~-values within each experimental series. These analyses demonstrated that there is a high stability of these values (SD of 3%) ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). For *Platynereis S-adenosylmethionine synthetase (sams;* accession: KX907200) and *cation-independent-mannose-6-phosphate-receptor (cim6pr*; accession: KX907201), independent calculations with the respective second housekeeping gene support their suitability as additional reference genes ([Figure 3---figure supplement 4](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}).

Data were excluded from the analysis if the △C~t~-values were ±1.0x of the mean of the respective treatment group, or if the melt curve analysis indicated ambiguous T~m~ for the PCR products. In any case, at least five biological replicates were used for analysis.

Brain hormone purification {#s4-5}
--------------------------

*Platynereis dumerilii* were anaesthetised as described above and decapitated in front of the pharynx. The heads were suspended in 80% methanol containing 0.1% formic acid, and disrupted by three ultrasonic bursts for 30 s on ice and extracted twice for 15 min on ice. Insoluble material was pelleted for 15 min and 20,000 ×g at 0°C, after which the pellet was again extracted and centrifuged. To further eliminate insoluble macromolecules, the raw extract was left to precipitate for 30 min at −20°C, and was again centrifuged for 15 min and 20,000 ×g at 0°C. The resulting supernatant was mildly dried down *in vacuo* and the pellet suspended in 0.1% formic acid, by vigorous vortexing, followed by shaking at 1400 rpm at room temperature on a Thermomixer, and finally centrifuged (2 min, 17,000 ×g). The extract was then applied onto phenyl-extraction columns (Alltech, 100 mg sorbent, ordered from Thermo Fisher Scientific, Vienna, Austria) equilibrated in 0.1% formic acid. The flow-through was discarded, the column washed with 750 µL 0.1% formic acid, and eluted with 500 µL 50% methanol, 0.1% formic acid. The final eluate was dried down *in vacuo* and finally reconstituted at a concentration of 0.66 heads/µL in 100 mM Na~2~HPO~4~, pH 7.4, 10 min by shaking at 1400 rpm in a Thermomixer, and centrifuged (2 min 17,000 ×g). 6.0 head equivalents were used per well in the cell culture assay.

Proteinase treatment {#s4-6}
--------------------

For proteinase treatment, an aliquot of the eluted active fraction was incubated with a final concentration of 1 mg/mL proteinase K (EC 3.4.21.64; Merck Millipore, Vienna, Austria; 30 mU) for 60 min at 56°C. The reaction was stopped by heating the sample to 95°C for 5 min and, after cooling to 0°C by making the sample 0.1 mM in phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride, finally the samples were clarified by centrifugation. Controls without proteinase K were treated alike. Again, 6.0 head equivalents were used per cell culture assay.

Brain hormone identification {#s4-7}
----------------------------

The brain hormone enriched fraction was dried down *in vacuo*, suspended in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid and resolved on a Symmetry-ODS-column (Waters) equilibrated in 20% solvent B (0.1% TFA in acetonitrile) and 80% solvent A (0.1% TFA in water), after an isocratic wash for 1.5 min, the column was developed by raising the concentration of B to 100% over 35 min, followed by a plateau of 3.5 min, with a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The eluent was monitored at 215 nm and 280 nm and a total of 16 fractions eluting were collected. The fractions were dried down *in vacuo* and stored at −20°C until use. To determine the biological activity of the collected peaks, each was reconstituted in 100 mM Na~2~HPO~4~, pH 7.5 at a concentration of 0.66 heads per µL and used in the cell culture assay as described above. Peaks showing a significant reduction in *vitellogenin* transcript abundance in two independent experiments were further analysed by LC-MS/MS, and the obtained elution profiles and fragment patterns were compared with authentic standards.

LC-MS/MS was performed on a LTQ Orbitrap (Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with a nanospray ion source connected to a Dionex Ultimate 3000 UHPLC (Thermo Fisher Scientific), equipped with a Pepmap100 C18 guard column and a Pepmap100 C18 column (2 cm × 75 μm and 50 cm × 75 µm, respectively, 5 µm particle size, Thermo Fisher Scientific) equilibrated in 1% B (80% acetonitrile, 0.2% formic acid) and 99% A (0.2% formic acid in water). The samples were loaded onto the guard column with a flow rate of 10 μL/min and washed for 10 min using 100% A. The sample was the resolved on the analytical column with a flow of 300 nL/min. The column was developed for 10 min isocratic with 1% B; B was then raised to 20% in one min, before reaching 80% after 49 min. Following a 3-min plateau, the column was washed by raising B to 90% B in 2 min and washed for another 2 min. Mass spectra acquisition started after 10 min; precursor ions were scanned in the range of m/z 100--1000, and the 12 most abundant ions were fragmented in the HCD cell with a normalised fragmentation energy of 40% ± 75%.

Quantification of brain hormone {#s4-8}
-------------------------------

Heads were collected as described above and stored at −80°C. They were thawed at room temperature, and subjected to 4 freeze-thaw cycle between liquid N~2~ and 55°C warm water. The heads were then transferred into 1.5 mL auto sampler vials containing a glass bead and covered with 400 µL 80% methanol, and the head capsule was broken with four cycles in an ultra sonic water bath at 55°C for ten minutes. The homogenate was then extracted with 1000 µL heptane for 5 min with vigorous shaking at 1400 rpm at room temperature in a Thermomixer followed by centrifugation at 2500 ×g for 10 min. The organic phase was recovered and the aqueous phase re-extracted with 500 µL as above. The pooled extract was mildly dried down *in vacuo*, dissolved in 300 µL heptane, transferred into a 300 µL auto sampler vial insert, dried down, and finally dissolved in 10 µL heptane. The remaining aqueous phase was dried down as well, and used for protein determination (see below).

Brain hormone amounts were quantified by GC-MS on an Agilent 6890N GC equipped with an Agilent 5973 mass spectrometer. The GC was operated in splitless mode with constant pressure of 68.6 kPa and an initial flow of 1.0 mL/min with He-gas as carrier. After injection (inlet temperature: 250°C, purge flow: 50 mL/min, purge time: 2.0 min) and an initial plateau phase of 1 min at 90°C, the temperature was raised from 90°C for 280°C at 20 °C/min followed by a plateau for 7.5 min.

The eluting samples were ionised and fragmented by electron impact at an ionisation energy of 2376 eV and monitored in the range from m/z 50.0--400.0 with a sampling rate of 2^3^/s in the total ion channel, and for identification and quantification in selected ion mode (SIM) at m/z 114.0, 136.0 and 219.0 with 3.1 cycles/s and a dwell time of 100 ms per ion. The MS-source was operated at 230°C and the quadrupole at 150°C. One µL of the samples was injected, and the sample was resolved on a DB-5MS column (J&W Scientific, Agilent; 30 m × 0.25 mm, 0.25 µm film thickness).

The amount of methylfarnesoate was determined by comparison to authentic standards of methylfarnesoate (Echelon Biosciences). For quantification, serial dilutions of a 2.5 ng/µL sock solution of MF in heptane were measured. Each data point was measured in triplicate, and a linear regression was fitted. Peak detection and quantification was carried out with the program, MSD ChemStation (Agilent); peaks had to fit into a specified retention time window (± 0.1 min of that of the standard) and meet the qualifier ions. In rare cases, where automatic peak detection failed, peaks were manually integrated and the amount of MF calculated based on the regression generated.

The extraction efficiency of our method was assessed by using the heads of 25 young animals as a matrix and spiking in a total of 12.5 ng MF (out of a 12.5 ng/µL stock solution). The samples were then processed as described, and finally reconstituted in 25 µL heptane, out of which one µl was measured, resulting in an expected MF amount of 500 pg. The stock solution served as reference and was diluted 25-fold immediately before measurement. The extraction efficiency was thus estimated to be \>85%. Under our conditions, the limit of detection was 10 fmole MF (2.5 pg MF/µL), and the limit of quantification \~ 60 fmole MF (\~15 pg MF/µL).

Earthworm head sampling {#s4-9}
-----------------------

Earthworms *Lumbricus spec*. (Giant Canadian Night Crawlers, Baitmaster) were purchased at a local fishing bait shop (Angelsport Gangl, Wien). The animals were treated with antibiotics (125 mg/L ampicillin, 500 mg/L streptomycin sulphate) for 5 min, before the antibiotics solution was allowed to soak into the soil the earthworms were covered in. After 24 hr in the antibiotics treated soil, the animals were anaesthetised in 15% ethanol at 4°C for 15 min. Two to six heads (prostomium plus the next 4 segments) were collected on ice, snap frozen in liquid N~2~, and stored at −80°C until further use. For the extraction of MF, the samples were subjected to four freeze-thaw cycles between 55°C and liquid N~2~. Thereafter, they were covered in 80% MeOH and processed as described for *Platynereis* heads, with adjustments accounting for the larger tissue size. The finally obtained dried extract was reconstituted in n-heptane to yield \~2 heads per µL. GC-MS measurements were carried out as described for *Platynereis* heads.

*In vivo* treatment of worms {#s4-10}
----------------------------

For *in vivo* treatment of worms, premature female animals (max. Oocyte diameter \< 65 µm) were selected and kept for 2 days in sterile filtered natural sea water (NSW). They were then decapitated (as described above) to synchronise and to set in motion sexual maturation ([@bib36]). The animals were transferred in groups of 4--5 into glazed ceramic bowls (treated with 6% PEG 6000 to prevent unspecific hydrophobic binding of the hormones to the glass coating) containing 50 mL sterile filtered NSW supplemented with 0.125 mg/mL ampicillin and 0.500 mg/mL streptomycin sulphate. Worms were treated either with 100 nM methylfarnesoate, 100 nM methoprene (Sigma, both added from a 100 µM stock in DMSO, resulting 0.1% DMSO final concentration), or 0.1% DMSO alone. After 24 hr, water was exchanged, and the antibiotics concentration reduced to 50%, after that, the water exchanged every 24 hr. After 5 days, the animals were snap-frozen in liquid N~2~ without any residual water and stored at −80°C until RNA extraction.

Protein determination {#s4-11}
---------------------

Protein concentration was determined by the bicinchoninic acid assay with BSA as standard ([@bib66]).

Regeneration assay {#s4-12}
------------------

Fed, young premature (35--50 parapodial segments, pps) worms were kept in sterile-filtered NSW supplemented with 0.125 mg/mL ampicillin and 0.500 mg/mL streptomycin for 24 hr, and further for an additional 24 hr in half concentrated ampicillin/streptomycin. Generally, the regeneration assay was carried out as described by [@bib37]. Briefly, worms were anesthetised as described and cut three times between segments. The first cut was after the 21st pps, the second after the 26th pps, and the third cut was after the 31st pps producing fragments of five segments. The test fragments from each individual animal used for assays consisted of pps 22--26, and 27--31. The fragments were then kept in 1 mL sterile-filtered NSW containing half concentrated ampicillin/streptomycin in GC-auto sampler vials containing either 100 nM methylfarnesoate (added from a 100 µM stock solution in DMSO, fragment '+MF'), or vehicle alone (0.1% DMSO, fragment '−MF'); during the course of the experiment, the water was exchanged every 24 hr, care was taken to not let the worm fragments dry out. To rule out any effect of the position within the animal on regenerative abilities, +MF and control were alternated between the anterior and posterior fragments. The anterior and posterior +MF- and control fragments of two individual worms were combined, to serve as one biological replicate for +MF, and --MF treatment groups, respectively. They were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, stored at −80°C and used for the quantification of hox3 via qRT-PCR.

Gene identification and confirmation {#s4-13}
------------------------------------

A transcript sequence encoding *Platynereis* Vitellogenin (accession no. KU756287) was identified from an eleocyte-specific transcriptome dataset (Schenk et al., unpublished), and sequence-validated after PCR cloning using the primers 5'-ATGAAGACTCTCCTGATCTTCG-3' and 5'-CTAGTAGTAGAATCTTGGTCCTTCAC-3' (for the list of used sequencing primers see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).10.7554/eLife.17126.025Table 2.List of primers used for cloning and sequence validation.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.17126.025](10.7554/eLife.17126.025)NameSequence 5'→3'T~m~ / °cPdu vtg 1FATGAAGACTCTCCTGATCTTCG60.1Pdu vtg 1RCTAGTAGTAGAATCTTGGTCCTTCAC64.6Pdu vtg_seq 1FAGCCCTAGAAGCTGCCTCTG62.5Pdu vtg_seq 2FATTGCTCAATCTGAACTCCCATGC63.6Pdu vtg_seq 3FGCTGTTCCACAGGAAATTGC58.4Pdu vtg_seq 4FGCTTTGGTCAGTGGACTTCC60.5Pdu vtg_seq 1RGGCAATCCTCTGATGTAAACATTCTC64.6Pdu vtg_seq 2RCAAGCGTTTCACGACCAAGAGG64.2Pdu vtg_seq 3RGAAGAGCTTCTTGCTGGAGC60.5Pdu vtg_seq 4RAAGACCAGCTGGCGCGTTATG63.2Pdu met FATGGAGCCGAATTCGGAGCAGAATTCGG71.8Pdu met RTCAACATGTCTCAGTTTCTTTTTGAGCG65.6Pdu hox3 FCCCCGGGGCTCTTGGTTTT61.6Pdu hox3 RGCCATCTCTATTCTCCTCGGCCG68.3

Similarly, we identified a transcript encoding *Platynereis* Methoprene-tolerant (accession no. KU756288) that was confirmed by sequencing of a fragment sub-cloned with the primers 5'-ATGGAGCCGAATTCGGAGCAGAATTCGG-3' and 5'-TCAACATGTCTCAGTTTCTTTTTGAGCG-3'.

For cloning, cDNA was prepared with the Transcriptor High Fidelity cDNA Synthesis Kit (Roche) according to the manufacturer's instructions with oligo dT-priming from eleocyte or whole worm RNA (isolated with the RNeasy Kit, Qiagen).

PCR was performed using Phusion Taq (Thermo), using the following cycle: 1x {98°C, 30"}; 35x {98°C, 7"; x°C, 20"; 72°C, 30"/kb}; 1x {72°C, 7'30"}; 10°C. The annealing temperature 'x' was determined by the web page 'OligoCalc' (<http://www.basic.northwestern.edu/biotools/oligocalc.html>), using on the \'salt adjusted\' algorithm. If necessary, annealing temperatures were optimized by gradient PCR and adjusted accordingly.

The PCR products were run on agarose gels, stained with SybrSafe (Invitrogen) DNA-dye, the specific products were cut out and purified using the QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). The purified PCR-products were sub-cloned into a pJET-vector (CloneJet Kit, Thermo), and transformed into NEB-5-alpha (New England Biolabs) chemical competent *E. coli*. Bacteria plated on Luria-Bertani (LB)-medium agar plates supplemented with ampicillin (amp, 50 µg/mL), after growth over night single colonies were selected and grown over night in LB^Amp^-medium. The next day, plasmids were purified ([@bib7]) and submitted for Sanger sequencing using the indicated primers.

Gene orthology and domain analyses {#s4-14}
----------------------------------

For domain analyses of *Platynereis* Vtg and lipoproteins representatives for other clades, we used the domain annotation implemented in SMART ([http://smart.embl.de; ](http://smart.embl.de)[@bib65]; [@bib53]). For determining phylogenetic relationships, we aligned full-length protein sequences representative of distinct clades using MAFFT v7.221 ([@bib48]), and constructed Maximum Likelihood trees with IQ-TREE 1.3.12 ([@bib54]; [@bib58]). The consensus tree was visualized using iTOL (<http://itol.embl.de/>, [@bib52]).

For assessing the phylogenetic relationships of *Platynereis* Met and other bHLH-PAS domain proteins, BLASTP searches were performed against the nr section of the NCBI sequence repository. Sequences from representatives of selected clades were aligned using MAFFT v7.221 ([@bib48]), and maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees were constructed with IQ-TREE, using the built-in parameter optimisation ([@bib54]; [@bib58]).

Data analysis and statistics {#s4-15}
----------------------------

All statistical tests were performed with the program R ([@bib60]). First, all data were tested for normal distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. Statistical significance was then tested with a t-test incorporating Welch\`s correction to account for heteroscedasticity. If more than one comparison was to be assessed, statistical significance was first tested by a one-way analysis of variance test (ANOVA), and if significance was given, pair wise comparisons were carried out by a (Welch-corrected) t-test and the obtained p-values were adjusted for multiple testing by the method of Benjamini and Hochberg implemented in R yielding adjusted p-values (p~adj~). A result was considered as statistically significant if p\<0.05 in the case of t-tests, and p\<0.10 in the case of ANOVA, the following t-test were then again considered to yield a statistically significant result if p~adj~ \< 0.05. Significance levels of p-values and adjusted p-values are indicated by \*p\<0.05, \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001, \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001, if not stated otherwise.
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In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

\[Editors' note: this article was originally rejected after discussions between the reviewers, but the authors were invited to resubmit after an appeal against the decision.\]

Thank you for submitting your work entitled \"Discovery of methylfarnesoate as the annelid brain hormone reveals an ancient role of sesquiterpenoids in reproduction\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by Diethard Tautz (Senior Editor) and two reviewers, one of whom, Paul G Falkowski (Reviewer \#1), is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors, and another is Elisabeth Marchal (Reviewer \#2).

Our decision has been reached after consultation between the reviewers. Based on these discussions and the individual reviews below, we regret to inform you that your work will not be considered further for publication in *eLife*.

The two reviewers had seemingly different specific concerns, but both clearly had reservations about the impact of the paper. The first reviewer was concerned that the identification of a signaling molecule, while interesting, is not sufficient for publication in *eLife* without some clear mechanistic understanding of how the molecular basis works. The second reviewer was concerned about experimental details and lack of controls. Both reviewers provided constructive comments that should allow the authors to prepare a paper for a specialty journal.

*Reviewer \#1:*

In its current form, this paper is a blast from the past. I taught developmental biology in the late 1960\'s and this type of paper was the hot topic of the time. Now we have a paper listing a \"component\" of a hormonal extract that is not a peptide -- but rather is methylfarnesoate, which suppresses maturation in the model worm.

The authors think that the identification of this molecule deserves a placement of the paper in *eLife*., but at this point I tend to disagree.

The authors state: "The identification of MF as a first molecular candidate for nereidin paves the way for more detailed analyses on how this factor is regulated, and how different hormone levels translate into different physiological responses. For instance, different hypotheses have been made concerning the extent of nereidin regulation: studies in Nereis have led to the concept that nereidin concentrations drop to zero when animals enter maturation (Durchon and Porchet 1970; Golding 1983). In contrast, earlier studies in *Platynereis* argued only for a decrease in nereidin secretion from the mature head (Hauenschild 1966). Our comparison of MF levels in premature and mature animals argues that the latter hypothesis is more likely to be correct, at least for *Platynereis"*.

This is basically a very good analytical biochemistry paper that focused on a developmental problem -- but didn\'t provide any insight into how the molecule works or how it is regulated.

*Reviewer \#2:*

The paper \'Discovery of methylfarnesoate as the annelid brain hormone reveals an ancient role of sesquiterpenoids in reproduction\' is an intriguing read. The fact that a sesquiterpenoid can be part of the long sought for nereidin is a significant finding and would be of crucial importance to reinvestigate the effects of commonly used JH analogues as insecticides. The authors have evidently spent a great amount of time in setting up successful assays. Having said this, I have some major reservations about the methods and the conclusions before I am completely convinced.

1\) Please adhere to the MIQE standards for publishing q-RT-PCR results. I am missing qPCR primer efficiencies, the Methods section does not tell me which controls were used -RT, NTC, the PCR cycle, there is no mention of a DNAse treatment, amount of technical replicates, does not mention how the stability of the chosen reference genes was tested, were these selected from a whole suite of reference genes, as is required for certain algorithms (geNorm, Normfinder...), if there is a transcriptome available, this should not involve that much extra work, does state that in case only one stable reference gene was used in some cases, MIQE standards require you to use at least two. Since most conclusions are based on the q-RT-PCR results, it is vital this is performed correctly. As the manuscript is written now, there is no way of knowing.

2\) Some of the effects seem to be rather weak if the conclusion of the manuscript is to be that decreasing levels of MF are crucial for reproduction. Can the authors explain why a one-tailed t-test is performed? Since MF is actually crucial for vitellogenesis in insect with ancestral characteristics, I don\'t think the hypothesis can automatically be that MF will reduce Vg mRNA levels... For several of the experiments, the two-sided t-test does not show significant effects ([Figure 2F,G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Can the authors explain why ANOVA was performed followed by one-sided t-tests? This seems a little unconventional to me.

3\) Weird that when I blast the Lottia Met ortholog in GenBank with insects as a parameter for organism search set, I only retrieve \'Circadian locomotor output cycles protein kaput\' as hits. If this is a true ortholog of Met, I would expect upon re-blast to at least get Met hits? Also the *Platynereis* sequence accession number is not available, so I have no way of knowing if this sequence, which apparently clearly is related to the Lottia clock, is a true Met.

4\) I find the relative expression level changes in Met when administering MF unexpected since to my knowledge there is little dynamic range in Met expression levels in Arthropods, in these animals, downstream genes, like Kr-h1 are way more affected by changing JH levels, this could be discussed more.

5\) Differences in in vitro and in vivo effects between administration of methoprene is also surprising. Methoprene should be more stable, a bigger effect could be expected. Was the actual JHIII tested? This could be relevant to claiming bio-availability issues,

6\) [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}: I\'m missing the non-decapitated animals as a control here.

7\) [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Can a methoprene and JH treatment be included in the data for [Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. I\'m missing this as somewhat of a positive control.

[Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Is the 0.1 nM treatment really necessary for the statement you want to make? Some values are higher than the control. If yes, maybe it would be advisable to get more resolution in this range.

8\) [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}: Can you please state whether non-treated actually means treated with 0.01% DMSO? This should be the case, but is not clear from the legend. Please use at least two stable housekeeping genes.
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Author response

\[Editors' note: the author responses to the first round of peer review follow.\]

*The two reviewers had seemingly different specific concerns, but both clearly had reservations about the impact of the paper. The first reviewer was concerned that the identification of a signaling molecule, while interesting, is not sufficient for publication in eLife without some clear mechanistic understanding of how the molecular basis works. The second reviewer was concerned about experimental details and lack of controls. Both reviewers provided constructive comments that should allow the authors to prepare a paper for a specialty journal.*

*Reviewer \#1:*

*In its current form, this paper is a blast from the past. I taught developmental biology in the late 1960\'s and this type of paper was the hot topic of the time. Now we have a paper listing a \"component\" of a hormonal extract that is not a peptide -- but rather is methylfarnesoate, which suppresses maturation in the model worm.*

The authors think that the identification of this molecule deserves a placement of the paper in eLife, but at this point I tend to disagree.

*The authors state: "The identification of MF as a first molecular candidate for nereidin paves the way for more detailed analyses on how this factor is regulated, and how different hormone levels translate into different physiological responses. For instance, different hypotheses have been made concerning the extent of nereidin regulation: studies in Nereis have led to the concept that nereidin concentrations drop to zero when animals enter maturation (Durchon and Porchet 1970; Golding 1983). In contrast, earlier studies in Platynereis argued only for a decrease in nereidin secretion from the mature head (Hauenschild 1966). Our comparison of MF levels in premature and mature animals argues that the latter hypothesis is more likely to be correct, at least for Platynereis". This is basically a very good analytical biochemistry paper that focused on a developmental problem -- but didn\'t provide any insight into how the molecule works or how it is regulated.*

In line with the procedure agreed upon in discussion with the editors, we have revised the manuscript to improve the two aspects that the reviewer highlighted:

1\) Mechanistic insight ("how the molecule works"). We significantly revised our Discussion (relevant sections: second and fourth paragraphs) to emphasize more clearly the significant novel mechanistic insight that this study achieved. This includes:

1.1) Identification of specific target cells.

We were not only able to assign overall effects of methylfarnesoate on the whole organism, but rather could pinpoint the impact of the hormone on a specific target cell type (the eleocyte). As we show, this cell type consistently also express the seqsquiterpenoid receptor orthologue of the bristleworm. Eleocytes are known to play pivotal roles in reproductive decision, and identifying them as direct targets of the brain hormone is significant insight into the mechanism how reproduction is controlled by the brain hormone.

1.2) The role of methylfarnesoate to directly regulate vitellogenesis.

We report that methylfarnesoate has a significant effect on the expression of vitellogenin, the yolk precursor, in eleocytes. As yolk makes up almost half of the biomass of a mature female, and is thought to be exclusively produced by eleocytes, the regulation we report is strong mechanistic evidence for a major and relevant metabolic switch being controlled by the brain hormone.

1.3) Methylfarnesoate autoregulates is putative receptor.

This insight results from quantification of receptor gene expression both in a context where endogenous levels of the hormone are sinking ([Figure 4A](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and from the addition of increased amounts of the hormone ([Figure 4B](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). This is relevant mechanistic insight, as it provides a plausible mechanism for how the target cells are able to interpret a graded regulation of the hormone into a sharp biological response, as it is required for an all-or-nothing mode of reproduction.

2\) Regulation of methylfarnesoate ("how the molecule \[...\] is regulated").

The regulation of methylfarnesaoate is one of the criteria that we explicitly address in the manuscript. We developed and validated a sensitive quantitative mass spectrometry assay exactly for this purpose, and assessed regulation of methylfarnesoate in the relevant period of development (see subsection "MF concentration drops in the course of maturation", [Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and corresponding supplements). In the revised version of the manuscript, this point is also explicitly covered in our discussion on the mechanistic insight provided by the manuscript (see above; Discussion, second paragraph), and the respective conceptual outlook (Discussion, third paragraph).

*Reviewer \#2:*

*The paper \'Discovery of methylfarnesoate as the annelid brain hormone reveals an ancient role of sesquiterpenoids in reproduction\' is an intriguing read. The fact that a sesquiterpenoid can be part of the long sought for nereidin is a significant finding and would be of crucial importance to reinvestigate the effects of commonly used JH analogues as insecticides. The authors have evidently spent a great amount of time in setting up successful assays. Having said this, I have some major reservations about the methods and the conclusions before I am completely convinced.*

We appreciate the careful review by this reviewer, and thank the reviewer for pointing out the significance of our discovery for invertebrate biology. We are confident that by addressing all of the raised questions (see below) and by adding the additional dataset on pyriproxyfen, we provide convincing support for all of our findings.

*1) Please adhere to the MIQE standards for publishing q-RT-PCR results. I am missing qPCR primer efficiencies, the Methods section does not tell me which controls were used -RT, NTC, the PCR cycle, there is no mention of a DNAse treatment, amount of technical replicates, does not mention how the stability of the chosen reference genes was tested, were these selected from a whole suite of reference genes, as is required for certain algorithms (geNorm, Normfinder...), if there is a transcriptome available, this should not involve that much extra work, does state that in case only one stable reference gene was used in some cases, MIQE standards require you to use at least two. Since most conclusions are based on the q-RT-PCR results, it is vital this is performed correctly. As the manuscript is written now, there is no way of knowing.*

1.1) Concerning the request to provide clearer technical details, these are now mentioned / expressed more clearly in the Methods section, (subsection "qRT-PCR analyses", as well as in the applicable legends. In particular:

a\) qPCR primer efficiencies are provided in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} (respective calculations described in the aforementioned subsection, first paragraph);

b\) qPCR cycles are described in the fourth paragraph;

c\) qPCR controls are specified in lines the last two paragraphs;

d\) DNAse treatments and reaction conditions are described in the second paragraph;

e\) The details on technical replicates and further reaction details have been added to the Methods section as well (second and third paragraphs).

Concerning the use of reference genes, we revised the manuscript in the following way:

1.2) Choice of reference genes and overall quantification standards.

The Methods section now clearly outlines the criteria by which reference genes were chosen, and the fact that expression levels were generally controlled by the use of two reference genes, as requested by the reviewer (subsection "qRT-PCR analyses", last two paragraphs).

The only exception to this two-reference-gene-rule, also addressed in the revised paper (subsection "qRT-PCR analyses", fourth paragraph), were the qPCRs performed on coelomocytes in the context of the large biochemical fractionation assay. Here, only limited material was available for each fraction, which is why only a single, previously benchmarked reference gene (rps9, references: see below) was used for quantification. Additional data -- supplied as [Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"} (see below) demonstrate the stability of rps9 in these assays.

Performing these experiments on an even larger scale would not only require a large investment of time and reagents, but also require sacrificing hundreds of animals, in order to obtain suitable amounts of coelomocytes and brain hormone extracts. We do not consider this investment appropriate, especially as the qPCRs in this context did not primarily serve to make quantitative statements, but rather to determine active fractions (in a binary fashion), whereas the identified substance was then later validated in numerous separate, and well-controlled assays. In keeping with this argument, we have systematically avoided any quantitative statement from the respective section, and more precisely describe the "recovery" of bioactivity in the active fractions (subsection "Methylfarnesoate is the active component of the brain hormone and acts at physiological concentrations").

1.3) Suitability of reference genes.

In the respective methods section (subsection "qRT-PCR analyses", last two paragraphs), we explicitly refer the reader to previous publications in which two of these reference genes (rps9 and cdc5) have already been validated for their suitability in *Platynereis* qPCR assays (see e.g. Dray et al. (2010) Science 329(5989), 339--342; Zantke et al. (2013). Cell Reports, 5(1), 99--113; Tosches et al. (2014) Cell, 159(1), 46--57). In further support of the suitability of these genes, we also included a graph that shows consistent quantification of *vtg* against either of these two genes in our own assay ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}).

In the revised version, we also include a similar, separate quantification for the cases where we used one of the additional reference genes *S-adenosylmethionine synthase (sams)* and *cation-idependent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (cim6pr)*. In either case -- presented as [Figure 3---figure supplement 4](#fig3s4){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 4---figure supplement 1](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}, respectively -- the statements on significant gene regulation are fully supported by either evaluation, and the respective summary graphs are presented in the main figures. This is strong support for the suitability of these genes for the conclusions drawn from these assays.

Finally, as outlined above, the qPCRs performed on coelomocytes in the context of the large biochemical fractionation assay were only normalised against the single reference gene rps9. In this context, we assessed the stability of rps9 in cell culture by plotting the normalised Ct-values for each experimental series, demonstrating that -- as expected from the published accounts -- there is a high stability of these values (SD of 3%) ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}).

Together, these clarifications and additional data all support the robustness of the performed qPCR assays, and also the validity of all relevant conclusions that we drew from these experiments.

*2) Some of the effects seem to be rather weak if the conclusion of the manuscript is to be that decreasing levels of MF are crucial for reproduction. Can the authors explain why a one-tailed t-test is performed?*

2.1) For testing for the ability of fractions to act as nereidin / brain hormone, we generally only performed one-sided t-tests, as brain hormone activity is defined as inhibiting maturation, and this is the hypothesis tested in the experiments. As we discover MF in the most active brain hormone fraction and then show that application of authentic MF lowers *vtg*-transcript abundance in separate, well-controlled analyses, we believe that a one-sided t-test is appropriate for the comparisons performed at this stage.

*Since MF is actually crucial for vitellogenesis in insect with ancestral characteristics, I don\'t think the hypothesis can automatically be that MF will reduce Vg mRNA levels...*

2.2) As to the comparison of our discoveries with insect data -- and the question if these have predictive power -- please see our common response below (point 4).

*For several of the experiments, the two-sided t-test does not show significant effects ([Figure 2F,G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Can the authors explain why ANOVA was performed followed by one-sided t-tests? This seems a little unconventional to me.*

2.3) We appreciate the effort of the reviewer to recalculate our statistics. As we stated in the Materials and methods section (subsection "Data analysis and statistics"), however, we performed Welch\`s t-test, which is a t-test that does not assume equal variances (homoscedasticity) as does Student\`s t-test; Welch\`s t-test is therefore not prone to heteroscedasticity (<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Welch%27s_t-test>). This makes Welch\`s t-test better suited for unequal sample sizes (as they occur in our analyses) than Student\`s t-test. Using Welch\`s t-test yields significance in a two-sided test for [Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

In [Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, only a one-sided t-test is performed, as we again are only interested in the inhibitory properties of MF and the comparison to PA and RA. However, the values obtained by R using a pairwise t-test are corrected for multiple testing, for all six combinations, out of which only the three referring to the control (control vs. MF, control vs. PA and control vs. RA) are relevant for our statement. If we perform multiple testing for only these three combinations, the p-values in a two sided t-test would be:

control vs. MF: 0.0419

control vs. PA: 0.3608

control vs. RA: 0.1907

For [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the reviewer is indeed correct in that a two sided t-test would be appropriate, and that the current data do not show statistical significance in such a test. In order to test our statement more rigorously, we now included more replicates in the data. In the revised analysis, we do reach statistical significance with a two-sided t-test (see [Figure 3D](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and the corresponding source data). We additionally also corrected the statistical test from a one-sided t-test to a two-sided t-test in [Figures 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4D](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, where this test is also mandatory.

2.4) As to the last argument, the reviewer is right that first performing an ANOVA and then t-test seems unconventional. However, this does not affect the statistical statement. The reason why we did this is as follows. The classical approach for testing for group differences in more than one comparison is a one-way ANOVA. However, this only indicates that there are statistical differences (if any) between any of the groups tested. To resolve in which of the groups show statistical differences, to do this, classically a *post-hoc* test, in our case the pairwise t-test with correction for multiple testing, is performed.

3\) Weird that when I blast the Lottia Met ortholog in GenBank with insects as a parameter for organism search set, I only retrieve \'Circadian locomotor output cycles protein kaput\' as hits. If this is a true ortholog of Met, I would expect upon re-blast to at least get Met hits? Also the Platynereis sequence accession number is not available, so I have no way of knowing if this sequence, which apparently clearly is related to the Lottia clock, is a true Met.

3.1) As to the accession numbers for *Platynereis* sequences, these were already included in the first version of the manuscript (see legend [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} / Methods section "gene identification and confirmation"). But following standard procedures, these sequences are not openly accessible until the publication has gone into print. In order to allow the reviewer to validate the analysis, we refer the reviewer to [Figure 3---source data 2](#SD5-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.aln that contains the full alignment file for the phylogenetic tree of all displayed Met and Clock homologs.

3.2) As to the argument that blast may yield a different "closest" gene than the tree, this phenomenon is well known in molecular phylogeny, as the blast algorithm scores local similarities, whereas phylogeny is the dedicated method to assess the most likely evolutionary scenario. Depending on selection pressure, proteins or whole protein families evolve with different evolutionary speed, which is typically reflected by differences in branch length in the molecular phylogenetic analysis. As the reviewer will appreciate, both our original and our revised tree ([Figure 3B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) shows much shorter branch lengths for Clock proteins, and longer ones for the Met group. Hence, a simple similarity search with a lophotrochozoan Met orthologue may indeed pick up an insect Clock protein (rather than an insect Met protein) as a first annotated hit, because the absolute distance (i.e sequence variation) appears shorter to Clock.

Please note that this situation will obviously change with the discovery -- and proper annotation -- of *Platynereis* Met and other lophotrochozoan Met orthologs, such as the *Lymnaea* candidate that we have added to the revised tree.

*4) I find the relative expression level changes in Met when administering MF unexpected since to my knowledge there is little dynamic range in Met expression levels in Arthropods, in these animals, downstream genes, like Kr-h1 are way more affected by changing JH levels, this could be discussed more.*

4\) Here and in other sections (point 2: expectation for an inhibition of vitellogenesis; point 5 below), the reviewer correctly points out differences between the worms and several insect models.

While we appreciate the interest of these differences for discussion (and have improved these aspects accordingly -- see below), we would like to emphasize clearly that this study did not start with a candidate approach, looking for the presence and activity of insect-type juvenile hormones in a lophotrochozoan model. Rather, we uncovered the identity of a long-sought hormone in a lophotrochozoan reference species, in which sesquiterpenoids are commonly thought not to be present, and then characterized this candidate and its effects further. Assuming that the split between ecdysozoans (the early arthropod ancestors) and lophotrochozoans occurred some 500 million years ago, the overall separation between insects and annelids is around a billion years. On the one hand, this makes the discovery of sesquiterpenoids in annelids such a relevant finding, but on the other hand, this clearly also has left ample time for modification of the ancient system in either lineage.

As a consequence of these facts, we do not see that our analysis should in any way be logically guided by the assumption that the role of the identified hormone should by default be equivalent to the role of sesquiterpenoids in insects or other arthropods, and we apologize should the previous version of the manuscript have lent support to that impression. Likewise, we believe that differences between the particular effects of sesquiterpenoids in either branch are perfectly possible, if not expected, and that studying these differences -- and reconstruction commonalities as well as divergences -- is an interesting task for future analyses, for which our study just paves the way.

To clarify these points better, our revised Discussion now explicitely refers to insects at three sections:

a\) We explicitly mention that both similarities and differences exist in the role of sesquiterpenoid hormones between these systems when first discussing the function vitellogenesis (third paragraph);

b\) In the fifth paragraph, we refer to the inferred ancestry of sesquiterpenoid (and steroid hormone) systems in the ancestor of arthropods and annelids;

c\) In the sixth and seventh paragraphs, we highlight both similarities and differences between the systems in our discussion on the possible ancient function of the sesquiterpenoid system.

*5) Differences in in vitro and in vivo effects between administration of methoprene is also surprising. Methoprene should be more stable, a bigger effect could be expected. Was the actual JHIII tested? This could be relevant to claiming bio-availability issues.*

5\) We thank the reviewer for pointing out these aspects. As to the role of insect juvenile hormones (like JHIII), for the reason just outlined, we consider this test less relevant for the main discovery that we report, but rather relevant for more detailed studies on the degree of divergence of the sesquiterpenoid system -- in both arthropods and annelids -- from their common ancestor. As a technical side note, we have not been able to obtain pure preparations of distinct insect juvenile hormones to be able to test this in our bioassay. We have, however, introduced a clarifying statement on cross-reactivities in the section where we discuss classical reports on the bioactivity of annelid extracts in insect juvenile hormone bioassays (Discussion, sixth paragraph).

Concerning the expectancy for the effects of methoprene -- or JHIII -- on whole worms, one factor that may be relevant is the efficiency by which these substances can diffuse into / are taken up by the animals. There is a variety of sesquiterpenoid-based insect growth regulators with different chemical side groups, and we note that MF is more lipophilic than methoprene, which may explain why methoprene has more subtle effects at the tested conditions. However, we also note that there are additonal parameters (time, temperature, light regimes) that may play into the availability and efficacy of these drugs.

As we are unable to provide a full series of conditions, we decided that for the revised version, we would leave out more extensive speculations about the bioavailability, and rather focus on the immediate effects we observed in the bioassay. Moreover, we included the dataset on pyriproxyfen, which is a chemically distinct, but highly used insecticide, and shows clear activity in the bioassay as well. This finding further substantiates similarities between the signalling pathways in insects and annelids, and also supports the relevance of our evolutionary discovery for the specificity of pest control mechanisms.

*6) [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}: I\'m missing the non-decapitated animals as a control here.*

As the text details, the maturation is synchronized by decapitation, which is why non-decapitated animals would not be suitable as controls (subsection "Methylfarnesoate exerts a dominant repressive effect on vitellogenesis in vivo, and worms are susceptible to insecticides targeting the pathway", second paragraph). However, we revised this section and the corresponding legend to point out more clearly that the control animals were also appropriately treated with DMSO.

*7) [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Can a methoprene and JH treatment be included in the data for [Figure 2G](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. I\'m missing this as somewhat of a positive control.*

7.1) For the reasons outlined under point (4), the effect of insect Juvenile hormones like JHIII refers to the sepcific question to which extent sesquiterpenoid hormone ligands have exchangeable functions between these two -- evolutionarily distant -- clades.

For the given reasons (scope of this study, logical flow of the arguments, inavailability of pure fractions of JHIII), we can at present not include the dataset the reviewer suggests, but also do not think that it will be relevant for supporting the main findings of our study.

[Figure 2F](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}: Is the 0.1 nM treatment really necessary for the statement you want to make? Some values are higher than the control. If yes, maybe it would be advisable to get more resolution in this range.

7.2) This test provided first evidence that MF acts at levels that are considered physiological for a hormone (1-100nM); they also match with the levels that were later determined to be present in the head. In that sense, to discover that the lower bound of significant effects is at around 1nM is neither unexpected nor contradictory, nor does it, in our eyes, require a deeper analysis in that range.

We understand that the reviewer may take the enlarged spread of data in this panel (in the positive range) as supportive evidence that low levels of sesquiterpenoids may be involved in positive regulation of vitellogenesis (see point 2.2 above). While we cannot exclude this, the current data do not provide statistically robust evidence for this.

As a result, we propose to leave the figure panel as is, but we more explicitly discuss the possibility of low-level-requirements of MF for vitellogenesis in the revised Discussion section (third and seventh paragraphs).

*8) [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}: Can you please state whether non-treated actually means treated with 0.01% DMSO? This should be the case, but is not clear from the legend. Please use at least two stable housekeeping genes.*

8\) Concerning the relevance of using DMSO-treated animals as controls: The reviewer is of course right, and while this was described in the Methods section already, we have now added this clarification at several places in the manuscript and figure legends.

As to the argument of housekeeping genes, please see the more detailed response to the qRT-PCR experiments above (section 1.2).
